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Signature Talk
"The $500 Billion Opportunity Most
Small Business Owners Miss:
Discover How to Fast-Track Landing
Profitable Corporate Contracts"
Fact: 70% of solo-entrepreneurs in North
America earn less than $25K/year. The truth
is, you can earn that and more with one
single corporate contract!
Kim’s inspirational talk brings a powerful
message to new and established
entrepreneurs. She covers how to:
1. Define your Unique Sweet Spot
2. Define your Service/Product Offerings
3. Attract Meeting with Corporate Decision
Makers
4. Knock it 'Out of the Park' when meeting
with Corporate Decision Makers
5. Building Winning Solutions and Proposals
6. Create your 6-Figure Sustainable Pipeline
Builder

“Kim keeps the
audience engaged from
start to finish with
fresh content and
flawless presentations.
She gets ranked as a
top speaker every
time.”
Jennifer Beale, Event
Producer for Toronto’s largest
networking events for small
business owners

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/kimchernecki

Bio
Kim Chernecki is CEO and Founder of Freedom
Street, a global training and coaching company that
helps high-performing freelance executives,
consultants, coaches and other experts, land
lucrative corporate contracts. She is the creator of
the Land Corporate Clients Fast-Track System, and
is a top-rated sales performance executive,
facilitator, coach, advisor, speaker and strategist.
A 25-year entrepreneur, Kim has consulted with
executives from 100+ leading North American and
Fortune 1000 companies and has, herself, started
up and helped grow 8 businesses and business
divisions. She’s closed millions of dollars in
corporate contracts, and provides powerful
strategies and proven formulas to help her clients
do the same.
Kim is also the Founder of the Trailblazer Forum, a
Toronto-based, 2x/yearly live event that brings
entrepreneurs together for dynamic and exciting
business-building opportunities.

As seen in:

Your audience will leave with proven
strategies, tools and resources that they can
start using right away.

Bring Kim’s powerful insights, in-depth knowledge and natural charm to your next
small business event! Visit us at: www.freedomstreetinc.com/speaking-events.

